
These are just some examples of what you can do with Unite. If you have an idea 

for something fun, our office will work with you to make it happen! If you are 

interested in putting on an event not listed here, please contact our office at we 

can discuss your options! 

Laser Tag at USAFA: Get outside and start blastin’! 

The Outdoor Laser Tag Program at the Air Force Academy 

is top notch! Head on out for hours of fun and a variety of 

laser tag scenarios. Minimum of 8 player and maximum of 

22. 

Escape the Place: Enhance your teamwork with these challenging puzzle 

rooms 

Escape rooms are a great way to increase team cohesion and have fun doing 

it! For large or small groups, Escape The Place is a great choice. With 50% 

on Wednesdays, every experience they offer falls within our Unite Program 

budget! 

Schriever SFB Community Cohesion Office 

719-567-2525 

50FSS.Schriever.Events@spaceforce.mil 



WhirlyBall: A great place for larger groups! 

A cross between bumper cars, lacrosse, and basketball, this is a 

great way to increase unit cohesion and have fun. $250/hr re-

gardless of group size, this event can be entirely funded by Unite 

for groups of 17 or more. Whirlyball also offers a selection of 

pizzas and appetizers, that can fit neatly within our Food and 

beverage budget for your group.   

Top Golf: A classic mid week activity 

Top Golf has something for everyone, and is a great way 

to get out of the office for some friendly competition. We 

encourage units to utilize the Half-Off Tuesdays deal to 

stay within the Unite Program Budget.  

Main Event: An arcade experience, with a twist! 

Formerly The Summit, Main Event features bowling, arcade 

games, VR games, and more. This venue is a little pricier, so we 

suggest larger groups. For groups of less than 25, there may be 

some out-of-pocket costs that Unite cannot cover.  

Roadhouse Cinemas: Relax with a Movie and Snacks 

Taking your unit to the movies is newly authorized 

in 2024, and Roadhouse Cinema is a great way to 

take advantage of that! You can pre-book a private 

showing for a larger group, or just get a handful of 

tickets for your office.  

Peterson SFB Bowling Alley: The old standby 

If you’re ever having trouble coming up with where to 

go, the Peterson Bowling alley is simple and easy to 

execute. Head on over for a few hours of fun, and 

knock some pins down. We can coordinate with the 

Hub on Peterson to provide pizza and wings for your 

group as well! 


